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From "Yugoslavism" to (Post-)
Yugoslav Nationalisms:
Understanding Yugoslav
Identities
Donte Tamie

Yugoslavia was a European state with a highly diverse and complex mix
of ethnicities and cultures. The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(SFRY) was a federation of six republics and two autonomous provinces. It housed five nations (Slovenes, Croats, Serbs, Montenegrins,
Macedonians) and had at least three official languages (Slovenian,
Serbian-Croatian, Macedonian). Serbian-Croatian had two names,
two different alphabets (Latin and Cyrillic), ,three different dialects
(Stokavian, Kajkavian, Cakavian) and two further variants (Ekavian
and Jekavian). The religious population was divided into three different
confessions-Roman-Catholics, Orthodox Christians, and Muslims.
While it was officially led by a single party-the League of Communists
of Yugoslavia-the political system of socialist Yugoslavia was far from
simple. Unlike other socialist economies, SFYR was not a straightforward command or planned economy as in the USSR and other East and
Central European states but a hybrid of market socialism with elements
of direct democracy in the factories (i.e., autogestion, or workers' selfmanagement). The economic and political elites were controlled by
the party. There were also several "social-political organizations" with
different functions and multiple layers of administration: the League
of Communists, the Socialist Alliance of Working People, the League
of Socialist Youth, the Alliance of Trade Unions, and others. 1
More than twenty years after the violent breakup of the SFRY,
seven nation-states emerged on its former territory: Slovenia, Croatia,
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Bosnia-Herzegovina, ivfontenegro, Serbia, l\!1accdonia and, as of
2008, l(osovo, vvhose status re1nains uncertain as its independence is
not formally recognized by numerous EU member states and global
powers such as Russia, China, India, and Brazil. Serbia still regards
l(osovo as its O\Vn autonomous provincc although recent EU-n1ediated
negotiations have made headway in finding a workable status quo. Such
problems aside, it now seems that the political fragmentation of the
(post-)Yugoslav state has come lo an end.
In spite of the complex and contrary ways in which the problem of
identity can be analyzed in former Yugoslavia, this chapter will briefly
focus upon the most relevant concepts and forms of identification, as
they have (re)appeared in the course of Yugoslav history. Instead of
thoroughly describing assumed "collective identities" of today's postYugoslav area, this text provides a short sketch of their historical devclopn1enti focusing on different nationalisn1s (i.e., concepts of nation as
ethnic community and nation-state) and, where possible, on the ways
in which they were accepted or contested by the population over time.
1

1

The "Yugoslav Idea" in the "Age of Nationalisms": Yugoslavism
versus Particular Nationalisms during the Nineteenth Century

Similar to other parts of Europe, the nineteenth century in Southeastern
Europe \Vas also marked by processes of socioeconomic n1odernization
and nation-building. Ho\vever there were also irnportant differences
from other parts of Europe. Until the end of the century, this area was
divided between the Habsburg Monarchy and the Ottoman Empire.
Although different regions obtained certain forms of political autonomy
within their respective imperial contexts, it was only after the Berlin
Congress in 1878 that new national states were created in the region. 2
In general, the ideas of national unity were first articulated among
the intellectual and political elites, invariably educated in Western
European universities. Eventually these cultural and political ideas and
sentiments about the nation spread throughout Southeastern Europe.
The first articulation of a national idea among the Southern Slavs was
"Illyrianism;' as proposed in the 1830s by the Croat Ljudevit Gaj. Gaj
and his followers constructed a cultural, linguistic, and ethnic unity of
all Southern Slavs (the Serbs, Croats, Slovenes, and even Bulgarians) to
argue that the "Illyrians" lived dispersed under different imperial rule.
In spite of their relatively circumscribed political relevance, Gaj and the
early Yugoslavists agreed with the Serbian nationalist Yuk Stefanovic
Karadzic about the importance and significance of a common language
1
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of the Southern Slavs.i Parallel to the development of Yugoslavism
among intellectuals in the Habsburg Monarchy-a broad acceptance
of national ideas by large parts of the population was still to comeSerbian nationalism was taking shape, with Serbia becoming the first
national state of Southern Slavs and, after 1878, becoming internationally recognized as a sovereign state. Interestingly, intellectual elites in
both Serbia and Balkan regions of the empire developed alternative
forms ofYugoslavism. 1 While in Serbia it was understood as a concept
that would unite all Serbs in one state, the ideas of Yugoslavism as
developed in the second half of the nineteenth century in the Habsburg
Monarchy included different political ambitions. Slovene intellectuals
envisaged the national liberation of Southern Slavs remaining within
the monarchy. They drew on the idea of Austro-Slavism and imagined
that it would contribute to reforming the dualist order of AustriaHungary, through the creation of a third (Slavic) part of the empire.
Some other "Yugoslavs" thought the liberation of Southern Slavs should
be looked for only in the context of close cooperation with the Serbian
state. Others, including one of the most prominent Yugoslavists, the
Catholic bishop )osip Juraj Strossmayer in Croatia, were not directly
questioning the imperial order. Instead, they supported the education
and cultural interaction among Southern Slav intellectuals and focused
on the common culture of the Southern Slav; they tried to establish
"national'' institutions, the most important of which was the Yugoslav
Academy of Sciences and Arts, founded in 1866.5
But Yugoslavism was not the only mode of national identity articulated among the Southern Slavs of the Habsburg Monarchy. In addition
to Serbian nationalism, which was strongly influenced, but not entirely
directed or determined by, the creation of the Serbian state, Slovenian
and Croat nationalism entered the "competition of national ideas:· The
major difference between Yugoslavism and different particular nationalisms was the relative popularity of the former. Yugoslavism and the various particularist forms of nationalism were both initially represented
by small groups of intellectuals (clergy, officials, artists, and students),
wealthier merchants, and some members of the lower nobility/' and the
particularist concepts of nation gradually were taken up by members
of other social strata, including workers and peasants. Nevertheless,
the majority of the population, both under Habsburg and Ottoman
rule, as well of the Serbian state, consisted of peasants, who still had
to be persuaded that they should identify themselves as Serbs, Croats,
or Slovenes. This proved difficult, particularly for the peasantry in the
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"border regions:' For centuries the Ottomans had deployed the millet
system, which was based on religious belonging rather than ethnicity.
The process "from peasant to Serb/Bulgarian/Macedonian" was to go
on until the end of World War 11.7 Generally, religions and confessional
self-understandings of the population played quite an important role
in the course of the nation-building process, although the confessional,
ethnic, and religious matchups so familiar today-Serbs as Orthodox
Christians, Croats and Slovenes as Catholics-were all but clear in
this period. Invariably intellectuals, especially particularist nationalists, used the category of religion to define the Other: thus, for some
Croatian nationalists, the Serbs represented only Croats of Christian
Orthodox belief, while the Croats were considered to be "Catholic
Serbs" by some Serb intellectuals. Both, however, considered the
Muslims in Bosnia to be "Serbs" or "Croats" respectively, who during
the Ottoman past converted to Islam. This was the case throughout
the second half of the nineteenth century, but also, although to a lesser
extent, in the first Yugoslav state, which was created on the ruins of the
imperial order in Southeastern Europe after World War I.
State-Building and the Yugoslav"Identitics"
until the End ofWorld \.Var II (1918-1945)

1he first Yugoslav state, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes,
was proclaimed on December 1, 1918. In keeping with their nationalist
sentiments and beliefs, its founders held that the kingdom represented
a nation-state of one Southern Slavic nation speaking one language.
However, both the name of the nation and the name of the language
were disputed almost throughout the entire period of its existence.
It was finally renamed as the Kingdom of Yugoslavia in 1929. '!he
Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes were regarded as "tribes" of one and the
same "three-named people" (troimeni narod). However, this hardly
provided a definition that suited the country's population. Apart from
the thorny question of whether Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes "really"
constituted one nation, contested in different ways, the Bosnian
Muslim population, Macedonians, and a variety of other non-Slavic
nationalities (Germans, Hungarians, Albanians, Jews, Roma, etc.) were
not mentioned, nor could they be encompassed under this notion of
an integral Yugoslavisn1. 8
One of the major tasks of the new stale was to try to integrate all
of these different forms of identity; Lhe task eventually proved all but
impossible. Due to all the differences in terms of economic and social
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structures, legal systems, but also forms of loyalty in these areas, the
first Yugoslav state practically never managed to integrate. As we have
already indicated, these differences had less to do with retroactive signifiers of the nation (Serb, Croat, Slovene, etc.) than with the very different
histories of imperial incorporation and emancipation. While Serbia and
Montenegro had already gained political autonomy within the Ottoman
Empire in the beginning of the nineteenth century and could build up
their own modern state institutions, Bosnia, which had also been under
Otto1nan rule for centuries, came under Austrian adn1inistration after
1878, while what would later become Macedonia and Kosovo were conquered-or "freed from Ottoman rule" -by the Serb and Montenegrin
military in the course of the Balkan wars of 1912-1913.
In addition to the difficulties of uniting under one rule people who
during World War I were fighting on opposite sides, different political and ideological concepts exacerbated conflicts and threw another
problem into relief. Apart from the newly created Communist Party,
which was regarded as a severe threat and which, after leading massive strikes and attacks on high officials, was banned in 1921, there
were also serious political conflicts between different political parties
over differences between unitary and federalist positions, which had
little to do with national(ist) identifications. 9 However, it was the case
that large parts of the political and military elite in the first Yugoslavia
were Serbs, who, while representing the largest ethnic group, were
nevertheless only a relative majority of the population. The perceived
or factual dominance of Serbs was not the only obstacle for Yugoslav
state nationalism. Different collective self-identifications were (re)produced among other parts of the population and their elites. While some
of the Montenegrins were fluctuating between belonging to the Serbs
and being a nation on their own, elites of other groups (Macedonians,
Bosnian Muslims) were also developing their own national ideas in
this period. \Vhether the kingdom may have held together is a source
of dispute, but the breakout of World War II would ultimately render
the question irrelevant.
The Yugoslav ruling elite, having decided to support Nazi Germany
in the beginning of 1941, sealed their own fate, as massive protests of
citizens against the regime took place, forcing it to reject the coalition,
thus providing a pretext for Hitler to attack Yugoslavia on April 6 of
that year. Due to the economic and political crisis in Yugoslavia, the
social and political conflicts among different groups, and the military
weakness of the state, within weeks Yugoslavia was occupied and
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divided among German, Italian, Hungarian, and Bulgarian military
forces. Additionally, a new state, the so·called Independent State of
Croatia, was formed only days after the first attack on Yugoslavia by
what until then had been a rather marginal group of Croatian fasciststhe Ustasa. In addition to setting up extermination camps and the mass
slaughter of Yugoslav Jews, they turned upon Serbs, Roma, communists,
and others. The war provided the context for competitive nationalists to
achieve their own nationalist projects-thus the anti·German Serbian
Cetniks, who fought for a Greater Serbia. In contrast to the exclusivist
nationalist project during the war, the partisan movement managed,
upon its platform of antifascist struggle for national and social libera·
tion, to integrate Serbs as well as Croats, Slovenians as well as Bosnian
Muslirns, workers as \Vell as peasants, and n1en as \veil as won1en, and
it grew constantly until the end of the war.
"Brotherhood and Unity":
Yugoslavia under (Self-Management) Socialism

The fact that socialist Yugoslavia, proclaimed already during the war in
1943, was born out of the antifascist struggle of "all Yugoslav peoples"
became over time one of the main pillars of legitimization of the new
state, subsumed under the motto of "brotherhood and unity:' For
decades, however, the communist political elite faced different prob·
!ems while trying to solve the "national question:' 10 The Yugoslav federal
state was based on the premise of equality among the different nations.
Ho\vever this meant abandoning the very premise of an integrationist
Yugoslavia, as it was built out of the formal distinction between peoples
(11arodi), or titular nations of each republic, and nationalities (narud·
nosti), or groups, which belonged to a nontitular Yugoslav nation. 11 One
of the effects of this solution was the creation of the first Macedonian
state, as well as the consolidation of the Bosnian Muslims as a nation
in the 1960s. What apparently seemed a good compromise in dealing
with the different national interests in Yugoslavia set the legal or formal
basis for the later dissolution of the state. The increasing federalization
of the country strengthened the republics (and autonomous provinces)
and to a certain degree influenced the population's exclusive orientation
to its "own" republic. Existing social and economic regional disparities
grew again, especially after the adoption of the new Yugoslav constitu·
lion of 1974, and this created further grievances.
ln spite of all these regional differences, the new Yugoslav state
achieved an unprecedented level of modernization of the country,
1
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strengthening the economy, which until the 1960s experienced high and
internationally co1npctitive groV\'th rates; creating new infrastructure;
building up a modern health care system; implementing new education
policies, granting the majority of the population access to primary, secondary, and even higher education; and providing a set of legal means
that strengthened women's rights (including the right to abortion).
Besides antifascism, the second, no less important basis of legitimization of the Yugoslav state was its ideologically framed promise of
social justice. After the political split with the Soviet Union in 1948,
Yugoslavia was more or less forced to develop its own road to socialism.
Departing from Marxist principles but promising to better implement
them, Yugoslav chief ideologues such as Edvard Kardclj created, and
until the end of the 1970s continued to develop, the concept of socialist
sclf-management.1' It included the institutionalized participation of
workers in decision-making processes as \vell as the ne\v form of"social
property:' Following the idea of free association of workers, themselves
owning the means of production, Yugoslav society, in keeping with
Marxist doctrine, was expected eventually to overcome the Yugoslav
state. ln theory the leading role of the Communist Party was merely
a provisional one. H
The relative freedoms and living standards, which throughout the
1960s and 1970s were significantly higher than in other socialist states
of Eastern Europe, provided the basis for a new set of identities for
Yugoslavia in the interwar period. Although the category "Yugoslav"
was first included in official population censuses in 1961, reserved for
"nationally non-committed persons;' the number of declared Yugoslavs
grew, according to the census from 1971, since the end of the 1960s from
1.3 to 5.4 percent (1981) of the entire Yugoslav population. In some of
the ethnically "mixed" republics or regions like Bosnia-Herzegovina or
Vojvodina, and especially among younger people, the numbers were
even higher. 14 The majority of the population, however, kept declaring
themselves in terms of particular ethnic categories.
"Reinventing Tradition" and the Breakup of Yugoslavia

After the death of the Yugoslav president Josip Broz Tito, social and
political developments within Yugoslavia were quite ambiguous. The
symbolic vanishing of the high moral authority of Tito, the uncertainty
in terms of expectations about the country's future, and the apparent
unraveling of the monopoly of power set off, at least in some parts of
the country and within certain segments of society, the articulation
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of liberal ideas, including claims for more democracy, human rights,
freedom of speech, etc. However, while various smaller groups in major
cities, inspired by and closely cooperating with Western European
initiatives, engaged with respect to peace, antinuclear, ecological,
feminist, or gay and lesbian issues, nationalist voices from different
republics were getting louder as well. This was most prominent among
intellectuals in Serbia, who by the mid-1980s were, however, hardly
criticized and sanctioned by the communist political elite." One of the
main arguments \Vas the inferior political and economic position of
Serbia and the Serbs in Yugoslavia. While it was true that Serbia was
fragmented into two autonomous provinces and thus confronted with
rather administrative problems, claims about the victimization of the
Serbs living in other republics and especially in the southern province
of Kosovo were exaggerated. Nevertheless, the claim of a threat proved
a powerful tool for Serbian nationalism during the 1990s.
However, nationalism in Serbia gained a solid platform and set the
stage for the destruction of Yugoslavia only after the League of Communists of Serbia (led by Slobodan Milosevic') took up the themes of
"Serbs as victims" and "Serbia, consisting of three parts, should again
become united:' With the staging of the six hundredth anniversary of
the Kosovo polje battle in 1989, this strategy of national reinvention was
intensified as Milosevic delivered a speech not only calling for the unity
of the Serbs (and Yugoslavia) but also promising armed conflict if this
unity were to be contested. However, during the 1990s turning to the
past in order to legitimize present-day politics characterized not only
the Milosevic regime, but also all major oppositional parties in Serbia, as
well as regimes in all other post-Yugoslav states. A very important role
in the consolidation of nationalism was that of the Serbian Orthodox
Church in Serbia, which engaged as the keeper of old Serbian values
and, as a result of the gradual destruction or weakening of state institutions, it eventually became one of the strongest moral authorities of the
Serbs. The increased public appearance of Church representatives in
the media, the fact that most political parties sought to win it over as
an ally, the inclusion of the Faculty of (Orthodox) Theology at (statefunded and secular) Belgrade University, and, even after the regime
change in 2000, the introduction of religious education in primary
schools (although as optional subjects), are only some manifestations
of the growing influence of the Serbian Orthodox Church in Serbia.
Parallel to this, an increased religiosity could be observed, as well as
a repatriarchalization of society. According to the Serbian Orthodox
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Church, the ideal order of society should follow the "divine triad" God, ruler, paterfamilias-while women should obey their husbands.
At the same time, a "good Serb" was-and for many nationalists still
is-a patriot, religious, respectful of traditions and traditional values,
and not least a "real man" -brave and strong.
But what was happening in Serbia with religion was not fundamentally different from what was going on in "Croatia" and among other
ethnic categories during the 1990s, as each group symbolically reinvented itself and its past. Symbolic details became the central focus in
each group's social imagination. What \Vere previously n1inor matters
took on a matter of national urgency and huge existential importance as
each nation defined itself against the Other. Thus, for example, Serbian
Orthodoxy was defined as being in opposition to the Catholicism of
the Croats; and the Cyrillic alphabet, used by Serbs, in opposition to
the Latin alphabet used by Croats. Although these differences were
raised to the level of existential questions by nationalist elites during
the 1990s, they were not the cause but a consequence of the destruction
of Yugoslavia. Indeed, the sequence of cause and effect is easily lost in
the mayhem and violence of the breakup of the Yugoslav state. \Vhat
started as a conflict betvveen reformist and conservative forces \Vithin
the League of Communists ofYugoslavia 16 was by no means a result of
some sort of ancient hatred among the Yugoslav peoples (Croats, Serbs,
etc.) but of the intentional use of nationalist violence by conservative
parts of the communist elite-most importantly Slobodan Milosevic
in Serbia-aiming to demobilize their reformist political opponents. 17
Nationalism could gain broad acceptance by the population only due
to massive violence and a state of emergency-during the wars.
Parallel to the elites' project of reinvention of nationalism, the end
of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s in Yugoslavia was marked
by a massive, all-encompassing crisis (economic, political, institutional,
etc.), which at the same was the starting point for the process of political and economic transformation, as the majority of the political elite
decided to abandon the Yugoslav model of self-management socialism. The introduction of the market economy and political pluralism
not only failed to solve the economic crisis; as in most other Eastern
European states, it led to increasing poverty, unemployment, corruption, etc. These developments further caused widespread feelings of
insecurity among the population, which together with political propaganda in the media made the nationalist (demobilization) strategy
of the political elite successful. What, however, was a conflagration of
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minor crises throughout the rest of Eastern Europe was a dramatic
full-scale catastrophe in Yugoslavia, as a series of wars broke out in
Croatia (1991-1995), Bosnia-Herzegovina (1992-1995), and Kosovo,
or the J'ederal Republic of Yugoslavia (1998-1999).
However, it takes n1ore than an economic and political crisis to make
people become nationalists overnight. The questions of how and why
some parts of the population were willing to embrace the new nationalist frames and even most drastic behaviors, as experienced during the
wars, as well as how and why they accepted becoming divided along
national lines, are certainly very important and belong to most relevant
topics of further empirical research. Drawing on some of the research
on the post-Yugoslav wars, some possible explanations for the questions addressed above are proposed here."
One of the early approaches, often used to explain so-called ethnic conflict in Yugoslavia, refers to the ethnic self-understandings of
Yugoslavia's population at the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the
1990s, assuming that ethnic differences in Yugoslavia represented the
ultimate condition for the outbreak of war. In fact, most sociological
studies (for example, on "ethnic distance") showed that while locally (in
the respective city or republic) interethnic relations \vere recognized as
good or even very good throughout Yugoslavia, on a general level they
were perceived as bad. 19 The different polls' results or interpretations
claiming that ethnic self-understandings of the population included
conflicts as well as peaceful coexistence don't really help in answering
the question. The same is true for assumptions about the "loss of orientation" of Yugoslav society due to the "ideological vacuum" created
after the demise of the Marxist paradigm and the political crisis in this
period,"' or the approaches tracing ethnic conflicts back to something
that could be called "wealth egoism" of the economically stronger
republics such as Slovenia or Croatia, implying that regional economic
disparities influenced strong self-identification with the respective
"national question" (even though the term "exploitation" was often
used as an argun1cnt by nationalists). 11
One argument, which should not be underestimated, is the fear
among certain parts of the population that was generated by nationalists and, most importantly, reproduced by the (regime-controlled)
media. It is the case that for years, certain stock terms and metaphors
such as "fate;' "soul;' "1nartyrs:' "exodus;' and "genocide" \Vere used
as part of a self-serving victimization strategy first in Serbia, but
later also in other republics. Such a linguistic stock contributed to a
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discursive environ1nent in \\'hich the political changes taking place in
1990 could be framed as an "existential threat:' The victory of Franjo
Tudman's nationalist Croatian Democratic Community (HDZ), which
pursued Croatia's independence, was greeted with fear by many of the
five hundred and eighty thousand Serbs living in Croatia. The fears
ranged frorn future persecution as members of an ethnic minority to
annihilation with Croatia's return of the Usta.fo state. Tudman's own
nationalism and the provocative symbolism his party deployed, which
conjured up memories of the Usta!;a, did not alleviate their fears. The
atmosphere of suspicion and fear hindered the discussion and solution
of political-and in nationalist tern1s, cultural-differences, framing
them as historically determined and raising them to the level of basic
moral questions." \Vi th the beginning of the wars, the media propaganda was further increased, showing images of killed people, refugees,
destroyed cities etc. Referring to Serbia in this period, Gagnon notes,
"The broadcasts were psychologically powerful. Anyone who watched
these scenes, hearing a discourse of genocide night after night over a
period of years, could easily become convinced that at a minimum
the new nationalist government of Croatia was responsible for these
horrible atrocities."x"
The use of such images points to probably the most important factor for understanding the acceptance of nationalism by many people
in Yugoslavia: the violence experienced during the wars. In BosniaHerzegovina alone, between 1992 and 1995 a total of one hundred
thousand people were killed;'" only within the first three months of
war, about 2.2 million people were expelled. 25 One major feature of the
post-Yugoslav wars was "ethnic cleansing;' a term covering intimidation,
discrimination, detention, deportation, torture, and even genocide. 26
The most prominent mass murder occurred in the city of Srebrenica
in the summer of 1995, where around eight thousand people were
systematically killedr In the course of wars in Croatia and BosniaHerzegovina, thousands of men (mostly civilians), women, and children
were detained under inhumane conditions in almost four hundred
camps, prisons, abandoned schools, warehouses, etc., throughout the
region, where they were torture, executed (often en masse), or raped.'"
During the operation Oluja ("Storm") led by Croatia's troops in what
used to be called Republika Srpska Krajina in the summer of 1995, some
one hundred fifty to two hundred thousand people were expelled from
Croatia. 29 During the NATO bombings in Serbia, some eight hundred
thousand refugees left Kosovo. ir' A total of four million people in former
1
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Yugoslavia arc estimated to have been displaced in the course of the
l 990s. 31 Between 1991 and 1993, in addition to the different national
armies, some eighty-three paramilitary troops took part in the war in
Bosnia. 12 At the same time, there were at least as many draft evaders in
all parts of Yugoslavia. By some estimates, over two hundred thousand
fled to Western Europe, North America, or Australia. In Belgrade alone,
85 to 90 percent of drafted young men refused to serve.u
Having in mind the extent of violence of the post-Yugoslav wars,
it seems even harder to understand, as the German historian Holm
Sundhausscn puts it,
[hjo\v it could happen that "norrnal;' peacefully acting people behaved
in such "inhun1ane" \vays? H(nv \Vasil possible that persons, \vho, irrespeclive of lheir ethnicity and religion, not only lived pcaccfull y side
by side for years, but who had n1ade friends, married each other and
lived as good neighbors, within such a short period of tirnc, became
S\Vorn ene1nics and fought each other \Vith incon1prehensible brutality·? \'\las peaceful coexistence possible only due to the repression of
the com111unist system? \\las coexistence only possible \Vithin urban
inilieus or \Vasil altogether an illusion·? [... ] \Xras it thus a specific
praxis of violence of the "Balkans;' \vhich exploded again in the 1990s
after a phase of control by the socialist regin1e?H

Discounting attempts to explain the war by reference to rural eco·
nomic resentment and an "Illyrian social paradigm" or the patrilinear
"Balkanic patriarchate" and so forth, Sundhaussen argues,
\Tiolence does not simply break out; it docs not "happen:' [... ] Violence is generated. There are good reasons \vhy paran1ilitary rnilitias
and gangs of \varlords as \veil as special units of the police play a
pron1inent role in all accounts of the \vars in the 1990s. It \Vas not the
stubborn, backv. ard peasants, \vho attacked the urban population, but
those initially small groups, \vhich can1e from the cities \vho staged a
kind of violence that-once initiated-developed its o\vn dyna111ic. It
\Vas not about spontaneous reactions of 111arginalized groups, rather
it vvas calculated violence organized by lcadcrs.y:;
1

This "dynamic of violence" is perhaps the key for understanding
how nationalism worked in Yugoslavia. Taking into account that most
people during the wars acted as bystanders, and difforentiating between
different types of perpetrators,"' Sundhaussen generally argues,
The procedure is relatively sin1plc. After the firsl acts of violence, "normal" citizens are shocked and expect explanations. The "explanations"
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offered by nationalists are n1eant to polarize and they put the normal
citizens under pressure. Even those people \vho n1istrust the "explanations" of their o\vn nationalists see themselves excluded by the
nationalists of the other side. A Serb represents per sea Cetnik, every
Croat is an Usta.~a, every Muslim an Islan1ist. Everyone protesting
against the equation gets even 1norc under pressure by both sides.
()ne is considered a (potential) traitor by one's ovvn people, and lacking in credibility by the other side. Finally, one has to decide for one
of the sides. Tertium non datur. This process leads eventually to the
assu1ned ethno-national "solidarity" (often reluctantly), the exclusion
of the other, aimed at by the [nationalist] agents [of violence]. '!hose
who conclude that it is all about an eruption of ancient ethnic hatred
fall into the trap of the nationalists.-r

Besides the casualties and the displaced and traumatized people,
one of the main outcomes of the systematic violence of the Yugoslav
wars was the installation of the "national question" as the central
political one, and of nationalism as the main frame of interpretation
for all political issues. Thus, as we have seen, while in the first half of
the 1980s nationalism in Yugoslavia was the reserve of certain sections
of the intellectual elite, during the 1990s it gained its dominant political role and wide acceptance by the Yugoslav population, in terms of
a discursive normalization, but only through the violent "creation of
facts" -the wars. The use of violence eventually partially homogenized
the post-Yugoslav societies, the most striking example being the creation of "ethnically cleansed" territories like the Republika Srpska in
today's Bosnia- Herzegovina.
The breakup of Yugoslavia led the newly created states to establish
new social and political mythologies based on old forms of identitylanguage, ethnic/"national origin;' "religion/confession;' and the alleged
common past.
With the exception of Slovenia, which was largely homogenous in
terms of ethno-national identification even before the wars and which
had a relatively successful political and economic transformation, 1'
all other post-Yugoslav states were confronted with the "problem" of
ethnic minorities. Slovenia, the first post-Yugoslav state to become a
member of the EU in 2004, 39 stopped even collecting data on ethnicity or nationality in 2011. A census in 2002 had revealed that while in
1991 88.3 percent of the population declared themselves to be Slovenian, in 2002 the number doing so had fallen to 83 percent The largest
"ethnic" minority included those people who ticked the "no answer"
(2.47 percent) and "unknown" (6.43 percent) categories. 10 Similarly, on
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questions of religion, nonbelievers (4.4 percent) and the respondents
from the categories "no answer" (4.2 percent) and "unknown" (14.6
percent) represented the largest "minority"; the majority of the population declared themselves Catholics (57.8 percent), which showed a
significant drop from 71.6 percent in 1991.11
In Croatia, in the course of the last weeks of the war, thousands of
Serbs living in the region of Krajina were expelled. However, political
rights have been extended to the remaining Serb minority. According
to the census of 2011, out of the 4.3 million inhabitants, 90.4 percent
declared themselves Croats, 4.35 percent Serbs, 0. 73 percent Bosniaks,
and 0.63 percent "regionals:' Those who refused any declaration made
up 0.62 percent. Most of them (46 percent) did not declare themselves
as being religious, and 26 percent identified themselves as atheists. '!he
majority of the population, however, declared themselves as belonging
to some religion: over 86 percent said they were Roman Catholic, 4.4
percent (most of whom were Serbs) said they were Orthodox Christian,
and 1.47 percent identified themselves as Muslim-44.4 percent of
whom declared themselves Bosniaks, over 15 percent Albanians, 8
percent Roma, and over 10 percent equated their religion with their
nationality.''
Although the attempt to reshape the "Bosnian mosaic" was only partially successful, the results are still disastrous. '!he war created a more
or less segregated society made up of three ethnically divided major
groups-the Bosniaks'' (Bosnian Muslims), the Croats (both living predominantly in the part called Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina), and
the Serbs (living predominantly in the part called Repuhlika Srpska)."
Since the question of ethnicity is still regarded as highly sensitive,
the latest statistical data are from the 1991 census (i.e., before the
war), according to which Bosnia-Herzegovina's population'" included
Muslims"' (43.5 percent), Croats (17.4 percent), Serbs (31.2 percent)
and Yugoslavs (5.6 percent).
'!he Republic of Macedonia (whose state name is not recognized by
C~rccce, "\vhose language is not recognized by Bulgarian nationalists,
and whose Church is not recognized by parts of the Serbian Orthodox Church) also has a large Albanian-speaking minority. 17 In 2001
Albanian nationalism caused a political crisis that brought the country
to the brink of war, but the situation was neutralized due to a new legal
framework ensuring equal rights for both Albanian- and Macedonians peaking citizens of Macedonia. The country is currently going through
an enhanced nationalist process of reinventing traditions, fostered by
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the conservative nationalist governn1cnt. 111e 1nost prominent rnanifestation of the ruling elite's attempt to create the new Macedonian
identity is the project of reshaping the capital city of Skopje, by building,
at high cost, a whole range of different monuments in the city center
to evoke the "glorious Macedonian past'.' 48
One of the youngest post-Yugoslav states is Montenegro, where in
2006 a tight majority of the population, apparently preferring the Montenegrin identity over the Serbian one, finally succeeded in proclaiming
an independent state. 19 The transformation of the political positions
in the course of only two decades is indeed fascinating: while during
the 1990s Montenegro's political elites were framing the relationship
of their republic to Serbia as "two eyes in one head;' the present situation shows a new state calling itself multicultural, thus implying an
inclusive approach, especially toward the country's Albanian-speaking
minority.so
Perhaps the most complex case of the relationship between the
"identity policies" of the political elites and their results is Serbia.' 1 !ts
southern autono1nous province, I(osovo, declared its independence in
2008. Its northern autonomous province, the Vojvodina, is populated
by a Serbian two-thirds majority, but also by over twenty other ethnic
groups, the largest being the Hungarians, Croats, Roma, Slovaks, and
Ruthenians. But even among the nominal Serb majority in Central
Serbia (or, as it is sometimes called, "Serbia proper"), various forms
of self-identification have emerged since the breakup of Yugoslavia.
Some of Serbia's intellectuals have even argued that the country was
and still is deeply divided between "two Serbias": the one nationalist,
traditionalist, violent, primitive, etc., and the "other Serbia'' (druga
Srbija) being democratic, pro-European, civilized, cultivated, openminded, etc. In fact, like in all other post-Yugoslav states, this "other"
society does not exist.
The political aim of nationalists (both within the regime and in the
opposition) to create one Serbian collective identity during the 1990s
required territorial expansion. Serbia's constitution still defines Kosovo
as an integral part of Serbia, while the Republic of Kosova/Kosovo
is progressively being internationally recognized. Paradoxically, the
expansionist aspirations of Serbian nationalism have led to a diminution of Serbian state territory.
Since the political changes in 2000, which are regarded as an important break in the most recent history of the post-Yugoslav area, there have
been further transformations of the political context. The pro-European
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course of most governn1ents in the region was accompanied by a series of
economic reforms-for example, the rapid privatization of state-owned
companies, which led to serious social problems, including a growing
unemployment rate (over 30 percent in Macedonia, almost 30 percent
in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and over 20 percent in Serbia) and even extreme
poverty in some of the post-Yugoslav states. Nationalism as a means of
legitimizing the state, and of demobilizing political opponents, is slowly
losing its strength. In some states, like Croatia and Serbia (but not yet
in Bosnia-Herzegovina or Macedonia), state-sponsored nationalism has
been replaced by a new legitimizing interpretational frame: a "European"
future, based upon rules of capitalist market economy. Competition,
profit, personal success 1neasured in financial terms, etc.1 became new
values proposed by the political elite. At the same time, the majority
of the post-Yugoslav population is not able to identify itself with these
prospects. For many people in this region, the promised "better future" or even just "normal life"-now perhaps seems even farther away than
ever." Because of this shift within the political and socioeconomic context, which is characterized by the new neoliberal mainstream, as well
as the process of the normalization of nationalism, the post-Yugoslav
"identities" also face changes: the less the political elites polarize along
ethnic lines, the less important national self-identification becomes.
The pro-European policies of most governments in the post-Yugoslav
area during the last decade, which hardly offer any form of identification models sirnilar to nationalism, combined with the consciousness
with regard to personal economic decay, make some parts of the
population relativize the importance of their "national identity:'" At
the sa1ne tin1e, new forn1s of identity and self-representation that \Vere
more or less (in)visible during the 1990s regain actual relevance. This
is the case with different regional identities-like in !stria (Croatia) or
Vojvodina (Serbia)-but also with the ongoing process of rediscovering "F.uropeanness'.' While both were in some form present during the
entire history of Yugoslavia, they seemingly reappear in situations of
historical, radical change. During the rise of ethno-nationalism in the
1990s, both European and regionalist identities (lstrian, Vojvodinian,
etc.) typified what is essentially the antinationalist position of a mostly
urban population in the post-Yugoslav area.
Post-Yugoslav "Identities": An Outlook

After the violent breakup of the former Yugoslav state, nationalism and
ethnicity still seem to be the dominant forms of identity by political elites,
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institutions, and the broader population. The emergence of a "European"
or a "regional'' identity does not necessarily completely replace ethnic or
national identities, 0' although a more general Yugoslav identity has also
reappeared. Until 2002 some censuses in former Yugoslav republics still
used the category of"Yugoslavs;' although only a tiny minority identified
themselves as such. Nevertheless, in the last decade a growing number
of people throughout the region have started much more actively living what some might call "Yugo-nostalgia:' "This nostalgia can be seen
in the revival of old socialist symbols, a newfound enthusiasm for Josip
Broz Tito, private renovation of different monuments, reappropriation
of old places of remembrance, collecting and exchanging souvenirs
from everyday life in Yugoslavia, simply traveling throughout the area,
and even the rewriting of Yugoslav history by younger scholars.'' The
establishing of "Cyber Yugoslavia" on the Internet"' and the creation of
a "fourth Yugoslavia" on a private ranch close to the city of Subotica in
the north ofVojvodina are other such initiatives that show that the phenomenon of "Yugo-nostalgia" is rnore than simple "remembering good
old times:' Arguing that this turning to the past is much more a way to
criticize the present, some scholars say that "Yugo-nostalgia" might even
have a strong emancipative potential and could well influence social and
political changes." Whether and how these might take place remains
to be seen; a recreation and further reinforcement of the post-Yugoslav
area as a com1non "cultural space" or "space of communication" seen1s
probable, not least because of the common market.' 8
One form of post-Yugoslav identity can already be traced among the
hundreds of thousands of mostly well-educated people who have left
Yugoslavia since the 1990s. New post-Yugoslav networks or communities have formed sharing a transnational cultural intimacy:; 9 si1nilar to
the use of the former Serbian-Croatian language. Instead of applying
the terms Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian, Montenegrin, or "BCS;' as used
in international institutions for basically the same language, many
speakers simply call it nas jezik or naski ("our language").
In this chapter I have argued that in the former Yugoslavia, national
identities have been constructed primarily by elites trying to shape
a political and economic future, rather than any objective national
identities existing as such. Even though since the end of \X'orld War II
new national identifications (i.e., new ethnicities) as well as different
political affiliations have been constructed, and as a consequence of
the wars during the 1990s, nationalisn1 \Vas more or less discursively
normalized, some traces of Yugoslav identity still remain.
1
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